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Highlights from the Boomer Lean CircleTM – 2020 Fall Meeting 
 

The Boomer Lean CircleTM is a community of the accounting profession's top lean leaders and 
champions within CPA firms. These leaders gather to collaborate and share leading-edge 
best practices in the areas of process improvement and innovation. Learn more 
at www.boomer.com/lc. 

In August of 2020, Boomer Lean CircleTM members met virtually to share knowledge, discuss 
what the future holds for public accounting firms and build relationships with peers. The 
discussions centered around the following topics: 

 
• Success Metrics 

o There's no one best metric that meets the needs of every firm. Firm leaders need 
to evaluate what their culture values most and continuously look for ways to 
improve the information they collect and how it's used. 

o In this session, members broke out into groups to discuss the metrics they track 
related to process improvement, how often they collect metrics, who collects 
them and how, and what they do with the data. 

 
• Don't Be a Bad Boss 

o Keynote speaker Kristen O'Shea of O'Shea Strengths Coaching posits that 
managers are responsible for up to 70% of an employee's engagement. They 
make or break productivity! 

o O'Shea shared tips for what the best bosses do to engage, develop and grow 
their employees. This includes setting clear expectations, positioning people to 
play to their strengths, and offering praise for excellent work. 
 

• Accountability Review 
o Setting goals and holding yourself and your team accountable is critical to the 

success of any initiative. 
o During our Accountability Review, members work in small groups to look back 

on the progress they've made since the last meeting. By holding each other 
accountable, we achieve results beyond what most would accomplish on their 
own. 

 
• The Boomer Briefing 

o In this interactive panel discussion, our consultants answered questions from a 
pre-meeting survey of members about the latest trends, growth strategies and 
opportunities in our profession. 

o Topics included the long-term effects of COVID-19 on the profession, where firms 
should be focusing their technology strategy and resources, investments in 
collaboration, remote/flexible work, and developing business virtually 
 

• Training Adaptations with COVID-19 
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o Many firms continue to have employees work remotely, and may not reopen 
offices for the remainder of 2020. Members discussed how they are adapting 
their hiring, onboarding and training programs for their virtual teams. 

o Solutions include Zoom video conferences, sharing screens, self-study training 
with videos, and more. 

 
• Tools to Enhance the Client Experience 

o Delivering client services virtually is a new experience for many firms. Our 
members discussed the tools they’re using to enhance the client experience in 
a virtual environment, including virtual welcome packets, digital signatures, and 
solutions for electronic organizer and tax return delivery. 

 
• Scheduling Mechanisms 

o Discussion on the methods firms are using to schedule their staff for tax, audit, 
advisory and consulting engagements. 

o Most have already using technology or planning to move away from using 
spreadsheets in the near future. 

 
• A Process for Employee Engagement 

o When your entire team is in one office, you naturally find opportunities to 
engage with people. We need to be more proactive in a remote team. 

o Members discussed their processes for connecting with team members, 
including scheduling 15 minute meetings on Microsoft Teams, and more. 

 
• Sponsor Sessions 

o Members could choose from five different sponsor sessions hosted by Wolters 
Kluwer, Inflo, Sage, Netgain and Intuit. 

o Topics of these sponsor sessions include cloud-based digital workflows, 
harnessing client data, robotic process automation, how the cloud can drive 
strategic initiatives, and creating a tax advisory workflow. 

 
• 90-Day Game Plan Preparation and Review 

o We never want our members to leave without providing an opportunity to 
reflect on what they've learned and document their action plan. 

o Members broke out into small groups to share their plans with peers and discuss 
major projects for the coming quarter. 

 
As always, it's impossible to cover every detail of our great discussions and brainstorming 
sessions in this short, high-level summary. However, the topics mentioned in this report should 
give you some great insight into the challenges and solutions that the profession's Lean Six 
Sigma leaders are thinking about today. 

 
An Invitation to Participate in the Boomer Lean Circle™ 
To learn more about the Boomer Lean Circle community, please visit 
http://www.boomer.com/lc. 
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About Boomer Consulting, Inc. 
Boomer Consulting, Inc. provides consulting services to hundreds of the highest performing 
CPA firms. Our unique and powerful solutions target five areas critical to a firm's success: 
Leadership, Talent, Growth, Technology and Processes. For more information, visit 
www.boomer.com 




